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ABSTRACT
Naval aviation is a complex mix of IT (information technologies) and OT (operational technologies)
operating in some of the most challenging environments around the globe. Nearly all are heavily reliant
on software and processing hardware. From military aircraft and missiles to support equipment and
logistics/maintenance environments, these unique embedded systems, diverse missions and varying
strategic environments make standard cybersecurity processes difficult to apply, and consequently drive
new methods for establishing robust cybersecurity postures. The Naval Air Systems Command
(NAVAIR) is the acquisition arm for Naval Aviation and responsible for the cybersecurity posture of these
military systems. As such, NAVAIR is applying engineering rigor to the cybersecurity process. This talk
discusses some of the general challenges and opportunities including where development science would
be helpful for embedded aviation systems.
Slides for this presentation are unavailable. Please see below the publicly releasable NAVAIR report on
Controls Applicability Assessment For Naval Aviation Weapon Systems.
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